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JUST ADDED: MORE BONUSES!!
Surprise! I've decided to add a few unannounced bonuses to the mix. 

Based on the questions I've received, here are the 3 bonuses I'm putting together right now for you (I will be
delivering them to you over the upcoming week):

BONUS #1: A hot service that business owners want. You can easily sell this for $297 (or more) day in and
day out.

BONUS #2: How to make a sale the FIRST time you talk with a prospect (none of that "5 touch" nonsense).

BONUS #3: The easiest way to leverage yourself so your profits build quickly.

My goal is YOUR success.
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RESERVED FOR FAQS

What expenses are involved?

There are NO UPFRONT EXPENSES at all... that's part of the uniqueness of this strategy.

As for backend expenses... you'll be making FAR more than you spend (what you spend will be based on your
decisions and determined by what you make, so I can't give you any specifics on that).

Do I need a website?

You do NOT need a website to make this work.

Are there any OTOs?

Yes, there is one OTO... where I offer you the other 2 "fast cash" strategies I personally use.

You do not need the OTO to make this strategy work. However, if you'd like a few PROVEN strategies to pick and
choose from (like me), then you'll want the OTO. (It's under twenty bucks... well worth the price, if I say so myself).

How many of your strategies are included in the WSO?

This WSO is for ONE of my 3 strategies only.. the Service Arbitrage strategy.

If you want all 3 strategies, you can also purchase the OTO which includes my other 2 strategies.

Each strategy works entirely independently of the other ... it is not necessary to have the other 2 strategies for the
Service Arbitrage strategy to work perfectly.

Will this work outside the USA?

Yes, this will work anywhere in the world!

Could this be turned into a full time business? 
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Yes, this could ABSOLUTELY be turned into a full-time business (I actually mention that in the training).

Does this involve Craigslist in any way

No... you do not have to use Craigslist to do this.

Can you explain exactly what were getting... pdf? audio? video?

You are receiving the exact process map I personally developed and use myself... it covers the steps and flow of the
ENTIRE strategy. It also includes the process for BOTH Bonus Gifts.

On top of that, you're also receiving a 37 minute video training where I explain each facet of the process from A-Z...
plus a WHOLE lot more (I basically did a brain dump.. I explained everything I know about service arbitrage, and
then some). 

I actually included a lot more in-depth training than I had initially planned.. some of it is stuff I've only shared with my
$10k coaching clients in the past. But I figured it would help you, so I decided to leave it in.

Is it possible to get the OTO after I try the course?

Yes, you can upgrade later... but I'd suggest getting both the WSO and OTO now if you're thinking of upgrading. If
you wait, the OTO will cost about 7 bucks more from inside the members area.

Remember, both items are backed with a guarantee, so your purchase is completely risk-free.

Can this be adapted to selling any service we choose? Or use any prospecting method we want? 

The process map is 100% adaptable to any services scenario... both online and offline (that's the beauty of it)!

What I'm giving you is my very own process map for the entire service arbitrage system. Think of it as a template...
where you plug the specifics (of your choice) into the framework of the map. 

One example is prospecting. Obviously prospecting is part of the framework of the system. You can plug in
whatever method(s) you want to use. (Of course, I share with you the various methods I personally use, and also
tell you which methods I use to get the overnight results.)

The same goes with the type of service you sell... as well as whether you sell online or offline.
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Is this an online or an offline method?

Either... or both. It's completely up to you whether you want to apply it exclusively online, offline or both.

I purchased the WSO, but can't find the bonuses. Where are they?

The bonuses I mentioned are actually built into the training video and the process map. They are located on the left
side of the process map, and included toward the end of the video.
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What are expenses involved? 
Do I need a website?
Any OTO's?
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Besides the cost of this WSO, what other expenses will I need to get this up and running?
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GOOD QUESTIONS! Why didn't I think of that when I was writing the sales page???

There are NO UPFRONT EXPENSES at all... that's part of the uniqueness of this strategy.

As for backend expenses... you'll be making FAR more than you spend (what you spend will be based on your
decisions and determined by what you make, so I can't give you any specifics on that).
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

You do NOT need a website to make this work.
:-)
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Yes, there is one OTO... where I offer you the other 2 "fast cash" strategies I personally use.

You do not need the OTO to make this strategy work. However, if you'd like a few PROVEN strategies to pick and
choose from (like me), then you'll want the OTO. (It's under twenty bucks... well worth the price, if I say so myself).
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Could this be turned into a full time business? Does this involve Craigslist in any way, the reason I ask is because
I've been banned for some reason. Thanks!!

Last edited by chris porter; 2nd September 2014 at 11:56 AM. Reason: change quote
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What does the OTO cost?
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Will this work outside of the USA?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by skymike 
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Originally Posted by skymike 
What does the OTO cost?

You do not need the OTO to make this strategy work. However, if you'd like a few PROVEN strategies to pick and
choose from (like me), then you'll want the OTO. (It's under twenty bucks... well worth the price, if I say so myself).
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Quote:

Originally Posted by skymike 
Will this work outside of the USA?

Yes, this will work anywhere in the world!
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Quote:

Originally Posted by chris porter 
Could this be turned into a full time business? Does this involve Craigslist in any way, the reason I ask is
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because I've been banned for some reason. Thanks!!

Yes, this could ABSOLUTELY be turned into a full-time business (I actually mention that in the training).

And no... you do not have to use Craigslist to do it.
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Quote:

Originally Posted by ceemore 
Can I Beta Test this before I pay you? Cause, I'm Broke and, you may need a video of someone like
myself who is in need right now! Someone who may provide proof of this product or service which would me
since I need help right now!

I'm really sorry for your situation, but I've already given out all the review copies I had. And there's no need to beta
test since I've been using this strategy successfully since 2006.
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I went to purchase but something's wrong with Paypal not being able to process payments right now. You may want
to have a look into this. 
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to have a look into this. 

Also, how do we handle technical questions about services we're promoting but don't know the details of. For
instance, if I'm promoting a service for SEO, while I'm familiar with it, I don't know the ins-and-outs of it. If someone
poses several questions to me regarding my service how would I handle this? 
Do you find that people ask questions you don't have the answer to before they purchase your service? 

Also, I see there are no up front costs but if we are "determined" (as stated above) about this can we expect to pay
for some type of advertisements at some point if we want maximum exposure and more traffic? 

Thanks!
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Can you give me some idea of the time it takes to implement this? I'm not lazy - just have limited time!
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Quote:

Originally Posted by lonewolfmark1 
Can you give me some idea of the time it takes to implement this? I'm not lazy - just have limited time!

If you're not lazy... 24 hours or less.

If you're lazy... a lifetime (lol)
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Quote:

Originally Posted by jaegirl75 
I went to purchase but something's wrong with Paypal not being able to process payments right now. You
may want to have a look into this. 

Also, how do we handle technical questions about services we're promoting but don't know the details of.
For instance, if I'm promoting a service for SEO, while I'm familiar with it, I don't know the ins-and-outs of it.
If someone poses several questions to me regarding my service how would I handle this? 
Do you find that people ask questions you don't have the answer to before they purchase your service? 

Also, I see there are no up front costs but if we are "determined" (as stated above) about this can we expect
to pay for some type of advertisements at some point if we want maximum exposure and more traffic? 

Thanks!

Thanks for the heads-up about paypal... the orders are coming in, so they must be in the process of fixing it.

You would obviously need to know/learn enough about the service to answer basic questions about it. However,
you'd be surprised how little people actually know about this stuff... and what they don't know to ask about, they
don't.

However, once in a while everyone - even I - get questions we don't have answers to. The way I've always handled it
is this. I say: "That's a great question... it's never come up before. Let me find out and get back to you." People
respect you when you just respond honestly, and they respect you even more when you get back to them with the
answer.

Advertising, etc. is completely up to you... but is certainly NOT required. Go through the training... I've covered some
free and low-cost options you can use to spread the word if you want (again, it's not required, although
implementing the free stuff certainly wouldn't hurt).
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Thank you for taking the time to answer. I will go through the training as this is something I can see myself doing.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by jaegirl75 
Thank you for taking the time to answer. I will go through the training as this is something I can see myself
doing.

You're welcome. 
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Hi Holly, I purchased other products with a similar approach (I think) to this...but they all use Craigslist, Odesk,
Elance etc...can you give any indication as to whether this differs from them sites and how so?

Thanks
Peter
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lonewolfmark1
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Join Date: 2014
Posts: 3
Thanks: 0
Thanked 4 Times in 4 Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Many hanks for your reply, but maybe I didn't explain properly. If I wanted to do this every day to make money, how
much time would I need to give it a day?

Quote:

Originally Posted by abundantliving 
If you're not lazy... 24 hours or less.

If you're lazy... a lifetime (lol)
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Hi Holly:

Fulfillment could be from many sources. What I like to know if there is a unique approach or a compelling service to
sign up clients? Is it by cold calling or e-mail or another method that works? That would be worth $17. Same about
the OTO. It is all about signing up the clients for me.

Please elaborate a bit without revealing the method. 

Thanks

Virender

Virender
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Quote:

Originally Posted by PeteHooley 
Hi Holly, I purchased other products with a similar approach (I think) to this...but they all use Craigslist,
Odesk, Elance etc...can you give any indication as to whether this differs from them sites and how so?

Thanks
Peter

Hi Peter, you can use those places, as well as others. There is a LOT in the approach that is unique... it's not just
about outsourcing.
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Quote:

Originally Posted by lonewolfmark1 
Many hanks for your reply, but maybe I didn't explain properly. If I wanted to do this every day to make
money, how much time would I need to give it a day?

I have no way to answer that. It would depend on a lot of variable such as:

- What areas you want to focus in (services, geographic, niches, etc) 
- How responsive your target market is to what you're offering
- How much money you want to earn

And this is the short list of variables. 

For me, it takes about 1 hour or less of research (not per day but per project) and then I put a couple of hours a day
into this (or sometimes work 1 full day a week and then not the other 4). But I can't promise it will work the same for
you.

What I CAN tell you is that the money comes in VERY quickly.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by vlabroo 
Hi Holly:

Fulfillment could be from many sources. What I like to know if there is a unique approach or a compelling
service to sign up clients? Is it by cold calling or e-mail or another method that works? That would be worth
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$17. Same about the OTO. It is all about signing up the clients for me.

Please elaborate a bit without revealing the method. 

Thanks

Virender

Virender

That's a hard question to answer as it's about those things and MUCH more. I'm sharing my ENTIRE strategy from
A - Z... It's like the template that you can then plug variables into to make your business what you want it to be. Like I
said, it's hard to explain without you seeing it.
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

I have tried many things online to make money. I am not lazy, I have two kids and need cash now. So not a lot of
time to do this. Are you available to help if needed? How do I know that if I take this risk I will be able to make some
money. Is this something you can put on auto pilot?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Wijiwagon 
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Originally Posted by Wijiwagon 
I have tried many things online to make money. I am not lazy, I have two kids and need cash now. So not a
lot of time to do this. Are you available to help if needed? How do I know that if I take this risk I will be able to
make some money.

Unfortunately, no I'm not available to provide you with coaching (unless you want to sign up for one of my high-end
coaching programs). However, this is backed by a 30-day money back guarantee... I did that to take all the risk out
of it for you.
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Holly,

I'm sure it's good if its got your name on it.
Just trying to determine whether it will work for me.

"Me" doesn't want to face-to-face prospects or cold-call.
I can do those things, but not where I want to spend my time. ;-)

So a simple yeah or nay on the above would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks!
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

That is a fare answer. I respect your professionalism and accomplishments and am sure would benefit from your
strategies. I would definitely like to try the main course, try it and if I find it works for me then by the OTO. Is that
possible?
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Hi Holly,

Can you explain exactly what were getting??

pdf? Audio? Video?

thanks

Harvey
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Quote:

Originally Posted by mtntgr 
Holly,

I'm sure it's good if its got your name on it.
Just trying to determine whether it will work for me.

"Me" doesn't want to face-to-face prospects or cold-call.
I can do those things, but not where I want to spend my time. ;-)

So a simple yeah or nay on the above would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks!
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LOL.. I understand completely. In your case, I'd suggest email (plus a few other techniques that are included in the
training)... you won't have to cold call OR face prospects if you don't want, and you can still make very good money
very quickly.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by vlabroo 
That is a fare answer. I respect your professionalism and accomplishments and am sure would benefit
from your strategies. I would definitely like to try the main course, try it and if I find it works for me then by
the OTO. Is that possible?

Yes, you can upgrade later... but I'd suggest getting both the WSO and OTO now if you're thinking of upgrading. If
you wait, the OTO will cost about 7 bucks more from inside the members area.

Remember, both items are backed with a guarantee, so your purchase is completely risk-free.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by moneygrabber 
Hi Holly,

Can you explain exactly what were getting??

pdf? Audio? Video?

thanks
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Harvey

You are receiving the exact process map I personally developed and use myself... it covers the steps and flow of the
ENTIRE strategy. It also includes the process for BOTH Bonus Gifts.

On top of that, you're also receiving a 37 minute video training where I explain each facet of the process from A-Z...
plus a WHOLE lot more (I basically did a brain dump.. I explained everything I know about service arbitrage, and
then some). 

I actually included a lot more in-depth training than I had initially planned.. some of it is stuff I've only shared with my
$10k coaching clients in the past. But I figured it would help you, so I decided to leave it in.
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 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

do you ever use email with fresh unknown to you prospects for this approach?
do you give any templates for that?

asking because my response rate to that type of prospecting has been abysmally low

thanks

Quote:

Originally Posted by abundantliving 
LOL.. I understand completely. In your case, I'd suggest email (plus a few other techniques that are
included in the training)... you won't have to cold call OR face prospects if you don't want, and you can still
make very good money very quickly.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by mtntgr 
do you ever use email with fresh unknown to you prospects for this approach?
do you give any templates for that?

asking because my response rate to that type of prospecting has been abysmally low

thanks

I don't provide templates... what I give you is my ENTIRE Process Map for the ENTIRE strategy... along with a
MASSIVE brain dump that includes everything I know about service arbitrage (and more).

Yes, I have gotten clients by sending blind emails.. but you will get a very low response rate when you do that so - if
you decide to take that approach - you need to be prepared to send a LOT of emails.

In the training, I provide you with several different methods for finding clients... I even tell you which ones deliver the
fastest results.
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Hi Just sent you a PM. Hoping for fast response.

Thanks.
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abundantliving
Holly Cotter
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2004
Location: Crossville, TN, USA.
Posts: 1,938
Thanks: 3
Thanked 389 Times in 271
Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Quote:

Originally Posted by blueonblue 
Hi Just sent you a PM. Hoping for fast response.

Thanks.

Check your inbox. 

  

 2nd September 2014, 07:25
PM   #39

abundantliving
Holly Cotter
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2004
Location: Crossville, TN, USA.
Posts: 1,938
Thanks: 3
Thanked 389 Times in 271
Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Wow, I'm getting a lot of PMs. Thanks everyone for all your interest... and your excellent questions.

  

 2nd September 2014, 07:27
PM   #40

goingup  Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)
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Advanced Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2008
Location: Right here, for now.
Posts: 581
Thanks: 12
Thanked 41 Times in 41 Posts

I pm'd you, than read through the thread so please ignore my pm.
Would it be possible to get a link to pay for both the wso and the oto at once?

thanks

  

 2nd September 2014, 07:38
PM   #41

abundantliving
Holly Cotter
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2004
Location: Crossville, TN, USA.
Posts: 1,938
Thanks: 3
Thanked 389 Times in 271
Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Quote:

Originally Posted by goingup 
I pm'd you, than read through the thread so please ignore my pm.
Would it be possible to get a link to pay for both the wso and the oto at once?

thanks

LOL... too late! I've already responded to your PM. Who knows, maybe I answered your question more fully via the
PM. 

Unfortunately, the way the warriorplus system is set up, I'm not able to provide you with just 1 link to pay for both. I'm
sorry.

  

 2nd September 2014, 08:45
PM   #42

abundantliving
Holly Cotter
War Room Member
 

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Hey everyone, I'm falling asleep at my computer so I'm going to head to bed. I'll check first thing in the morning for
any posts or PMs that come in during the night.
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Join Date: 2004
Location: Crossville, TN, USA.
Posts: 1,938
Thanks: 3
Thanked 389 Times in 271
Posts

any posts or PMs that come in during the night.

And, thanks to everyone who has sent their support, their feedback, and their awesome questions!

  

 3rd September 2014, 12:33
AM   #43

daveaball
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2011
Posts: 227
Thanks: 13
Thanked 42 Times in 39 Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Looks like a great WSO, can you tell me how soon this market will get saturated or will it?
I live in Ireland and know this will work worldwide but will it be less effective if you are not from the states.
Look forward to hearing back

  

 3rd September 2014, 12:49
AM   #44

udoitnow
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2008
Location: , , USA.
Posts: 49
Thanks: 90
Thanked 26 Times in 26 Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Hi Holly,

In regards to post #28, if after purchasing your product and an individual needs help, you wouldn't help them unless
they take your coaching? I apologize in advance if I misunderstood your answer.

  

 3rd September 2014, 01:10
AM   #45
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Luminous64
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Singapore
Posts: 55
Thanks: 1
Thanked 19 Times in 17 Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Hello. As far as I know, to say that one can get results within 24 hours would mean that most of the people you
emailed to will reply on the same day itself. Is that really possible?

What are the benefits of getting your OTOs?

Thanks

  

 3rd September 2014, 01:30
AM   #46

gabriel moisescu
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2009
Location: Europe
Posts: 129
Thanks: 70
Thanked 28 Times in 21 Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

this arbitrage method involves finding providers on various freelance sites then flip their services to third parts
interested ?

  

 3rd September 2014, 02:01
AM   #47

SuperDee
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 7
Thanks: 2
Thanked 5 Times in 4 Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Hi Holly

Just want to confirm something.... does this involve selling of a particular service to a particular
audience/demograpic or can it be adapted to selling any service we choose? (obviously within reason, I reffering to
primarily online marketing services)
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 3rd September 2014, 02:03
AM   #48

SuperDee
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 7
Thanks: 2
Thanked 5 Times in 4 Posts

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Quote:

Originally Posted by gabriel moisescu 
this arbitrage method involves finding providers on fiverr then flip their services for more money to others ?

Oh dear lord, please tell me this is not the case?

  

 3rd September 2014, 02:42
AM   #49

stefausfranken
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2014
Location: Nuremberg
Posts: 3
Thanks: 0
Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Hi Holly, sounds great. I really want to purchase it, but before, i need to be sure with this: 

I live in Germany. Are there any limitations or issues using your strategies? I mean, does the location matter? For
example: I'm not able to create an account on craigslist (except via proxy or hma)...

If the location doesn't matter, i'll definitely purchase it!

Thanks and have a great day

  

 3rd September 2014, 04:23
AM   #50

oceanfan
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2009
Location: Myrtle Beach, SC
Posts: 23

 Re: Need Money RIGHT NOW? ... Proven Method Generates Cash OVERNIGHT! (Videos & Process Maps)

Quote:

Originally Posted by abundantliving 
If you're not lazy... 24 hours or less.
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Posts: 23
Thanks: 75
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts If you're lazy... a lifetime (lol)

i love your answer...so true! thanks for a great opportunity holy.
--joe
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